
 

 

 

 

February 28, 2012 
 
Hon. Michael Gravelle 
Ministry of Natural Resources 
Suite 6630, 6th Floor, Whitney Block 
99 Wellesley St W 
Toronto ON M7A1W3 
 
Dear Minister, 
 
Re:  Protecting Escarpment Rural Land 

Disclosure of Material – Nelson Aggregate Co. Adaptive Management Plan and 
Harmer Property 
 
I write under extraordinary circumstances, seeking disclosure of information held by the 
Ministry of Natural Resources Aurora District Office. 
 
Specifically, Environmental Defence demands the immediate release of all Minutes of 
meetings and emails relating to the Nelson Aggregate Co. (“Nelson”) Adaptive 
Management Plan (“AMP”) as it relates to the property belonging to the Harmer Family, 
in Burlington Ontario, and any internal comments or correspondence/emails from Mr. 
John Pisapio, MNR Biologist and Jefferson Salamander Recovery Team expert on this 
AMP. Nelson is alleging that the final AMP meets with Mr. Pisapio’s approval. 
 
PERL and Environmental Defence are seeking proof of support from the government 
biology expert on the file for the mitigation proposed in Dec 12, 2011 letter from Aurora 
District manager Tom Farrell to Nelson Aggregate.  
  
Minister, the planner for Nelson, Mr. Brian Zeman, testified under oath that he was 
permitted to be the “note taker” for a discussion by MNR Aurora Staff regarding 
mitigation strategies for the Jefferson Salamander on the Harmer property, including 
“sign off” on the final mitigation strategies for the two wetland ponds known to contain 
breeding Jefferson Salamanders, an Endangered species in Ontario.   
 
It is unconscionable that Mr. Tom Farrell and MNR legal counsel is forcing PERL and the 
Harmer Family through the FOI process, please see attached request. The MNR Dec 12, 
2011 letter was entered as evidence in the final days of a 15 month long Joint Board 
hearing.  Nelson has been given complete and unfettered access to MNR staff and 
information regarding the Harmer property. 
 



Needless to say, if Mr. Pisapio did not support the contents December 12, 2011 MNR 
letter and Nelson’s mitigation plan, and has concerns regarding practicality and 
sufficiency of the measures proposed to protect this Endangered Species, Protecting 
Escarpment Rural Land (“PERL”) believes this is a very serious matter that must be 
brought to the Board’s attention. 
 
Minister, to re-iterate: PERL is seeking information regarding an MNR decision that 
pertains almost exclusively to the Harmer property, not Nelson’s.  To withhold 
information vital to PERL’s interest, while allowing complete access to Nelson, is unfair 
and contrary to the principles of open and transparent government. 
 
Finally, this is a very sad chapter in the history of aggregate regulation in Ontario, where 
industry is given every advantage, and citizens have to fight to gain access to 
information about MNR decisions affecting their own property. 
 
Please act expeditiously to correct this. 
 
Yours truly, 
 

 
 
Rick Smith, Ph.D 
Executive Director 
 
cc.  S. Harmer 
 I. Harmer 
 R. Goulet 
 D. Donnelly 
 


